Free handwriting worksheets for 6th graders

As teachers, I know we are always looking for easy resources that make handwriting for older students a breeze! I’ve put together free printable handwriting worksheets just for you!When it comes to handwriting, tracing the ABCs gets boring for kids — and us — fast. Only younger kids can tolerate tracing their ABCs. Once they reach a certain age,
regular handwriting worksheets are guaranteed to elicit some groans from the classroom.I am always looking for ways to keep handwriting fun for my students, and I know I can’t be the only one who struggles to do so. Most handwriting worksheets out there are so boring, they aren’t even worth paying for. And even if they ARE free, most of the time
they still don’t reach the standard that I aim for with my classroom activities.After spending hours looking for great worksheets, I decided I had to make my own. My free printable handwriting worksheets get kids to practice their skills with engaging sentences, fun facts, and even positive affirmations! Since the practice consists of fun content as
opposed to regular old ABCs, they are perfect for students from first grade all the way to sixth grade.You can get your free printable handwriting worksheets here — just print and go, absolutely no prep work required! I am all about great printable resources that make our busy lives a little easier. I know your students will enjoy these pages, and
you’ll pat yourself on the back for making handwriting practice fun again. Get ready for a class full of handwriting masters!Why do students need good handwriting?Even though we live in a digital age, handwriting still matters! It’s especially important to teach good handwriting skills while students are in distance learning. But why exactly is it so
important? Keep reading to find out why your students need great handwriting to thrive in the classroom!Handwriting greatly improves brain function in students. Maria Konnikova writes, “Children not only learn to read more quickly when they first learn to write by hand, but they also remain better able to generate ideas and retain information. In
other words, it’s not just what we write that matters — but how.”Most of us already know that writing things by hand increases our chances of retaining that information, but the benefits go further than that. Handwriting actually activates more areas of the brain and boosts creativity. Konnikova cited a study that found that out of a group of children,
“the ones with better handwriting exhibited greater neural activation in areas associated with working memory — and increased overall activation in the reading and writing networks.”The research around handwriting shows it’s not a skill to be forgotten, even while the world transitions to digital. Handwriting is a lifelong skill, and should be a staple
in your classroom curriculum!What’s included in these free printable handwriting worksheets?Every teacher loves a good freebie! These free printable handwriting worksheets include…●
3 print worksheets●
3 cursive worksheets●
3 D’Nealian print worksheets●
3 D’Nealian cursive worksheets●
Amazing tips for incorporating
handwriting into your day●
PLUS, a free sample handwriting assessment from the 180 Days of Handwriting Bundle!Looking for year-long handwriting practice for older students?If you try these worksheets and love them as much as I think you will, I’ve got good news! You can download my 180 Days of Handwriting Bundle for handwriting
practice all year long. Imagine having handwriting practice checked off your list of to-dos in one simple step. Yes, please!This year’s long supply of handwriting worksheets include categories like animal facts, out of this world space facts, gross and silly facts, and positive affirmations. Each category is 20 pages long except for Silly Alphabet Sentences
(there are 26 in that document — one sentence for each letter). I suggest starting with the alphabet at the beginning of the year!The bundle includes plenty of print, cursive, and D’Nealian practice. If you’re looking for bundles for one kind of writing, you can click here for print worksheets and here for the cursive version! You can print out the
worksheets in booklet format to hand out to your students. Print them as monthly workbooks, quarterly or semesterly workbooks, category workbooks, or simply as needed. They make great morning warm-up activities, too!ConclusionYou CAN make handwriting fun for your older students! Older students tend to dislike handwriting practice, but the
research has spoken — good handwriting is crucial for a student’s success in the classroom and beyond. But don’t worry — you definitely don’t have to become the “uncool” teacher while you’re getting your students the handwriting practice they need. These free printable handwriting worksheets will keep your class engaged and turn them into
handwriting experts in no time! Do you have older students who could use a little extra handwriting practice? Have you claimed your free printable handwriting worksheets yet? Imagine you are an elderly person looking back on your life. Write about how your life turned out. What did you do? What are you most proud of? Do you think it is a good
idea for teachers to specialize in one subject, or do you think that you should always only have one teacher per grade, even as your get older? What is one thing you have learned this year about how you do and don't want to treat other people? Explain. What are the values most important to your family? How do you know? How does your family
exhibit these values in daily life? What advice have you been given by parents or other adults about how to choose your career when you grow up? How do you feel about that advice? Write a letter to your younger self, telling yourself what you wish you had known then. What do you think makes up a healthy diet? Do you eat a healthy diet? Why or
why not? What do you think is the most dangerous animal on earth? Why do you think that? How is it dangerous? What do you think would happen if you encountered one? Do you think that every student should be required to participate in a sport? Why or why not? Imagine your favorite fictional character was a new student in your school. What do
you think might happen? What do you think if the most important school subject? Why? When you grow up, do you want to stay in this town or move somewhere else? Explain. What quality do you most appreciate in a teacher? Why? Have you ever been told by an adult that it is bad to do something, and then seen that same adult doing it? How did
that make you feel? What did you do? What is the most disappointing thing that someone that you care about has done? Why were you disappointed? What happened? Practice Tracing the Letter APractice Tracing the Letter AFirst, kids trace lines on this prekindergarten writing worksheet to strengthen the fine motor skills needed to form the letter
A. Then they trace the letter A!PreschoolReading & Writing Printable cursive writing worksheets help you teach your students how to write in cursive. If your students can already write, cursive is the next step.Cursive writing is easy! 'Just connect the letters with five basic strokes.Slant the letters, if you like.Add a swoosh or a style, if you like. Print
these free Cursive Writing Worksheets with instruction guides for upper and lower case cursive alphabet letters. Free Cursive Writing Worksheets Well, some children do not think cursive writing is easy.If so, encourage them that fancy cursive writing is simple, fun, and actually faster than manuscript.These free PDF cursive practice sheets are easy
to file, print, and use. Jump to oodles of free practice PDF worksheets below:All of the free printable worksheets on this page use the usual third or fourth grade sized line spacing.See other handwriting and practice worksheets throughout PrintNPractice.com. Buy 250 Garden of Verses Manuscript and Cursive Writing Worksheets Get My Free
PrintNPractice Newsletters! Free Online Worksheets For School At Home And Interactive Notebooks Free Online Teacher Resources - Free Homeschool Curriculum For teachers and parents: PrintNPractice free printable worksheets are all copyright-free, digital activities for students. Use in homeschool, interactive notebooks for online classrooms,
Google classroom, distance learning, tutoring and learning pods, and hybrid school. No prep.No tracking.Self learning.Copyright free.Lifetime license.Easy drill-and-kill.Interactive worksheets.Printable morning work.Paperless morning work.Go printable or paperless.Stay on track. Summer review.Easy elementary school curriculum.Remote learning
packets or homework.Most need no answer key or key is included.Videos for audio and visual learners. God bless headphones!See free teacher, homeschool, digital interactive school-at-home learning exercises with no login, no sign-up, no voucher, no account, and no credit card. Loads of digital activities for device-based learning. As seen
at TeachersPayTeachers. Instructions For Teaching Cursive Writing Easy Cursive Writing Instructions Teaching cursive writing can be easy if you make it an adventure. Basically there are six strokes to connect letters:A short upswing,A short upswing over to two on the clock,A tall upswing,A short dip,A short dip over to two on the clock,See more
instructions below.If your elementary school students already know how to write in manuscript, encourage them that writing in cursive is as easy as connecting the letters together. The rest is style.Write the manuscript alphabet on the board or a piece of paper, or some part of it. Then make the connections both on the board and in their minds by
drawing the connecting strokes.That's it!Truly, that's most of writing in cursive. How To Write Cursive For Beginners With beginners or those who struggle, another idea for teaching cursive handwriting is to drag your lines on the board as you move to write the next letter in a word. Say the letter or its sound as you write the letters naming the
strokes you're using.Students like seeing that Cursive is smooth and flowing. Cursive is pretty and makes fancy writing.Writing in cursive is faster than manuscript writing and doesn't use as many starts and stops.Cursive writing helps children see the end of one word and the start of the next word.What was that? Yes.Practicing cursive offers an
"Aha!" moment for some reluctant readers. When they see the break between the words in their own handwriting, they often make a better association for where words start and where they end in their reading, certainly in their handwriting. :-) Cursive Writing Instructions For Adults Cursive writing instructions for adults is the same as for children.
A beginner is a beginner.Learning how to write in cursive as an adult can actually be easier, especiall if you've been printing with an italic hand, meaning your letters already slant as if for cursive script.Best advice? Long story short?Connect the letters as you write. You can learn style as you practice writing in cursive hand.For adults who will be
using these cursive script sheets print the pages "two-up" so that you can use the smaller font and less paper. No sense trudging through larger handwriting to learn cursive.It is the same for basic cursive practice sheets for older kids and high school students. Keep it short and sweet. 1. The Alphabet In Cursive Hi! I recommend products that I think
will help you and your children. If you buy through my links I may earn ad commissions at NO extra cost to you. See my FTC Disclosure. (Amazon) The Writing Road To Reading Book Basically, there are five cursive strokes to add to the manuscript letters. Romalda Spalding has an excellent description in her book at Amazon, The Writing Road to
Reading. In a way, this is my favorite cursive writing book as she makes cursive seem easy.The whole lesson is only six pages and can be taught in just a few classes. Truly, I've seen even small children learn to write in cursive in just two weeks using what she wrote.She taught several general rules like "All letters sit on the base line." Then she writes
that you should teach the terms for the five strokes as you show how to connect the letters:A short upswing from the base lineA tall upswing from the base lineA short upswing that curves over to 2 on the clockA short dip kept at the mid point.A short dip that curves over to two on the clockYou can read more about using her book for teaching reading
by teaching writing.Usually, the capital letters do not connect with the rest of a word, yet these capitals letters can be connected to the rest of a word:A, C, E, H, J, L, M, N, R, U, X, Y, ZOnce your students have learned both upper and lower case cursive, they can stay sharp practicing this cursive sentence with all letters present:The quick brown fox
jumps over the lazy dog. 1.A. 26 Printable Cursive Writing Worksheets PDF For the Cursive Alphabet The first image can be used for crayon or finger tracing "just to get the idea" of the cursive alphabet.Each of the A-Z letters have a dotted cursive writing PDF. 26 PDF Cursive Writing Worksheets These 26 PDF printable cursive worksheets show the
alphabet in cursive with upper and lower case practice for each individual letter of the alphabet. The instruction guides show the upper and lower case cursive directions for where to start and where to end each letter, A-Z. Each page has the capital or upper case letter and the lower case letter for each letter of the alphabet. 1.B. Cursive Alphabet:
Lower Case ABC Cursive Handwriting Alphabet - 5 Practice Pages Why put upper case letters first? Children often learn best what they learn first. Since most cursive letter writing is lower case and since most cursive words practice is lower case, it is a good idea to practice these cursive letters first.See these worksheets for the lower case alphabet
in cursive: 5 Cursive Lower Case Alphabet Worksheets These five worksheets show the lower case cursive handwriting alphabet. Print or download five PDF pages of cursive letter writing practice worksheets. The first letter is solid with a line of practice letters that are dashed and blank space to practice the lower case letters.Lower case cursive Q?
Demonstrate that the flag is like the manuscript and moves forward "in the direction in which we write". 1.C. Cursive Alphabet: ABC Cursive Uppercase Alphabet - 5 Printable Capitalization Worksheets Cursive capital letters are often made just like the lower case alphabet in cursive. See five free downloads for capital letter writing practice: 5
Cursive Capital Letters Worksheets Print or download five PDF pages of cursive uppercase writing alphabet practice. The first capital letter is solid for better visualization and has a line of dashed practice letters. The blank space is for practicing the cursive uppercase letters.Uppercase cursive Q?Teach the style that you use most or use the big
Quaker Oats Q. That's what I do. Capital Cursive Letters Cursive ACursive BCursive CCursive DCursive ECursive FCursive GCursive HCursive ICursive JCursive KCursive LCursive M Cursive NCursive OCursive PCursive QCursive RCursive SCursive TCursive UCursive VCursive WCursive XCursive YCursive Z 2. Free Cursive Writing Worksheets Using
Difficult Cursive Strokes Enter: The short dip.Many times it's hardest for children to get the idea of connecting letters that use the short dip or a connecting loop at the midpoint or midline. Staying at the mid-line is the trick, and these practice cursive worksheets are the answer. Since b and o each end at the mid-line, they are difficult letter
combinations. Practicing letter combinations with this stroke makes the letters easier to form in everyday handwriting in a continuous stretch of letters. Use these free cursive writing worksheets to show your students how to write cursive letters that end with a short dip at the midpoint.See the individual pages first or download the group of five all at
once at the link below the individual pages (2.F.). 2.A. Letter Pairs For Cursive Writing Practice For br, oe, we, ve, oo, on - 1 Page Cursive Writing Practice Worksheet - 3rd Grade Cursive Printable These letter pairs for mixed cursive writing practice include: br, oe, we, ve, oo, on.Focus on starting at the midpoint and dipping right back to it.Take time
to demonstrate the short dip and show how it connects the first and second letters.The better the children can make each letter on this page, the easier the next four pages will be. Allow plenty of time. Difficult Cursive Letter Combinations In Cursive Writing 2.B. Cursive Practice For oa, ou, ow, oi, oy, wh Cursive Practice oa, ou, ow, oi, oy, wh 2.C.
Cursive Printable For wr, be, bo, bu, by, ol Cursive Printable: wr, be, bo, bu, by, ol 2.D. Cursive Handwriting For op, ot, ve, wi, bs, or Cursive Handwriting Worksheet op, ot, ve, wi, bs, or 2.E. Cursive Writing For os, wr, ws, ee, oc, and wo Cursive Writing Sheet os, wr, ws, ee, oc, wo 2.F. Bundle of 5 Cursive Handwriting Worksheets See all five of the
above cursive handwriting worksheets in one download:br, oe, we, ve, oo, onoa, ou, ow, oi, oy, whwr, be, bo, bu, by, olop, ot, ve, wi, bs, oros, wr, ws - with extra space for your own combinations. 5 Cursive Handwriting Worksheets This download is a collection of all five cursive handwriting worksheets above with some space at the end for your choice
of difficult letter combinations. Print all five two sided for fifth and sixth grade review work. Older students like the elegant look of smaller cursive fonts, so you can print these two-up for a nice effect. 3. Cursive Words Worksheets This next set uses a larger sized font for first and second grade handwriting. Cursive Number Writing Worksheets
3.A. Buy our bundled Cursive Spelling Words Lists. See our 4th, 5th, and 6th grade spelling words worksheets for cursive words. The words are printed in cursive for your students to practice writing three times each. 3.B. See our common and compound Nouns Lists. Awesome spelling practice and awesome cursive writing practice.3.C. Spelling and
writing number words in cursive: great practice writing checks. 4. Poems And Cursive Sentences Four 3rd grade cursive writing worksheets: These worksheets are for cursive writing for grade 3 and higher and have space for copywork underneath each line.If you want smaller line spacing for grades 5 and 6, print the sheets two up. High school
levels can be printed in multiples of four.Furry Bear, by A A Milne - 2 pagesLittle Things, by Julia A. F. Carney - 2 pages (4 extra pages blank)The Flag Goes By, by Henry Holcomb Bennett - 6 pages copy underneathPreamble to the Constitution, United States Founding Fathers - 2 pages 4.A. Furry Bear Cursive Handwriting Sheets 2 pg. Furry Bear, by
A A Milne - 2 pages 4.B. Little Things Cursive Worksheets, 2 pages Little Things, by Julia Carney 2 pages 4.C. The Flag Goes By Cursive Practice Sheets The Flag Goes By, by Henry Holcomb Bennett, 6 pages 4.D.Preamble Constitution Cursive Writing Sheet Preamble to the Constitution 2 Cursive Worksheets 5. Advanced Cursive Printable
Handwriting Practice - Poems And Cursive Sentences Moving up through the handwriting skills levels: These worksheets have the text to the left of the writing space. It takes more thinking to copy the sentences this way. These cursive writing worksheets may be best as 4th, 5th, and 6th grade cursive writing worksheets rather than 3rd
grade. October, by Rose Fyleman - 1 pageFather Is Coming, by Mary Howitt - 4 pagesWhere's Mother, by Anonymous - 2 pagesWhite Snow, Bright Snow, Alvin Tresselt - 2 pages 5.A. Beautiful Cursive Handwriting: October October, Poem by Rose Fyleman, 1 page Cursive Writing Worksheet 5.B. Cursive Handwriting Sheets: Father Is Coming Father
Is Coming, Mary Howitt 4 Page Cursive Writing Worksheet 5.C. Kids Cursive Writing: Where's Mother Where's Mother,Cursive Writing Worksheet by Anonymous 2 pages 5.D. Cursive Writing: White Snow, Bright Snow 6. Reading And Grammar Cursive Writing Sentences See our Robert Louis Stephenson's poems, A Child's Garden of Verses, in four
formats, one of which is cursive writing. You'll find 61 cursive writing worksheets with poems and sentences here.PrintNPractice grammar worksheets are available with cursive sentences for even more cursive writing worksheets using easy sentences for grammar lessons or handwriting practice. Buy all 1300 English Grammar Worksheets: Cursive
& Manuscript 7. More Cursive Writing Worksheets 7.A. Cursive And Print Handwriting For Kids You'll find many more cursive writing worksheets with our grammar, handwriting, and alphabet worksheets here most of which also have print handwriting worksheets. 7.B. Cursive And Print Handwriting For Adults Adults usually need to write smaller.
They do not have the time, space, or patience for huge writing font sizes. Well, neither do children; but that's another story.An idea that works beautifuly to have cursive or print handwriging worksheets for adults and high school level students is to print the bundles asIf there are two handwriting worksheets per page, adults have an easy model that
is a grown up size, more mature and even elegant.Simply change your printer settings to booklet, two-up, or multiples.The print and cursive worksheets on this page are included in the phonics worksheets bundle. Buy Print And Cursive Handwriting Worksheets - Digital And Printable PDF Buy these printable PDF bundles with manuscript and cursive
handwriting worksheets organized in files by topic. Students can practice in remote digital files offline. Cursive writing worksheets are super helpful when you need something quick to teach how to write in cursive. See our other PrintNPractice worksheets as well. PrintNPractice Cursive Writing Worksheets Mary Fifer (Webmaster,
PrintNPractice.com) Mary Fifer, BSBA is webmaster, author, and researcher at PrintNPractice.com. She has created elementary school practice exercises using digital interactive worksheets. Printable and perfect for today's teachers, tutors, homeschoolers, and students! Get My Free PrintNPractice Newsletters!
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